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Abstract

In response to various stimuli, neutrophils may release extracellular network (NET – neutrophil extracellular trap) consisting
of DNA, proteolytic enzymes and other components of the cell nucleus. The NETosis process was first described in 2004 by
Brinkmann et al. as animmunological response to Gram-positive bacteria, Gram-negative bacteria. Other sources provide
data referring to the created network in response to the activity of fungi, protozoa and viruses. It is a mechanism of
programmed cell death that leads to chromatin decondensation in the nucleus, disintegration of cell organelles and mixing
of their constituent, as well as cell membrane permeabilization. The ability to release similar networks is also demonstrated
by mast cells (MCET – mast cell extracellular trap), eosinophils (EET – eosinophil extracellular trap) and macrophages (MET –
macrophage extracellular trap). Various microscopy techniques, for example, immunofluorescence microscopy, transmission
electron microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy, flow cytometry and ELISA tests are used to better illustrate and
evaluate the NETosis markers. Current knowledge regarding the formation of NETs suggests in-vitro qualitative microscopic
examination. So far, measurements based on flow cytometry allow for quick and objective evaluation of several thousand
cells simultaneously. The application of cytometry facilitates indirect detection of NET producing cells in blood samples.
While ELISA technique, due to the simplicity of making measurements and wide availability of validated tests, may contribute
to its routine usage as a tool in screening tests.
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INTRODUCTION
Neutrophils (PMN – polymorphonuclear cells) have developed
many ways to destroy pathogens, such as phagocytosis, NETs
(neutrophil extracellular traps). In response to inflammatory
stimuli, neutrophils can migrate from circulating blood to the
infected tissues, where they effectively absorb and inactivate
bacteria. Bacteria are quickly killed by proteolytic enzymes
and antibacterial proteins [1]. In 2004, Brinkmann et al.
were the first to present a not previously described process
responsible for the destruction of micro-organisms – by
means of NETs composed of DNA, granule components
(including proteolytic enzymes) and the contents of the cell
nucleus, which are released into the extracellular space [2,
3, 4]. This network is formed in response to the activity of
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria [2, 5, 6, 7]. Other
sources provide some data referring to the created network,
in response to the activity of fungi [8, 9, 10], protozoa [11,
12] and viruses [12]. The pathogens trapped in the chromatin
NET are subjected to the action of various substances, such
as histone proteins (core and H1 linker histones), cationic
serine proteases (proteinase 3, cathepsin G, NE – neutrophil
elastase), MPO (myeloperoxidase), BPI protein (bactericidal/
permeability-increasing protein with bactericidal properties
increasing permeability), lactoferrin, gelatinase B, cathelicidin
(LL-37 or CAP-18 (cathelicidin antimicrobial peptide) and
tryptase [13]. Table 1 below presents NET components that
are significant in the process of NETosis.
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Inducing factors, components and processes similar
to NETosis. After in vitro activation with PMA (phorbol
myristate acetate), LPS (lipopolysaccharide), activated blood
platelets, cytokines: interleukin 8 (IL-8), tumour necrosis
factor – α (TNF – α), NET is formed. These substances, when
used individually, e.g. PMA or PMA in combination with
IL-8, may trigger NETosis. Additionally, this process may
also be observed at sites of inflammation, e.g. in patients with
small vessel vasculitis, SLE (systemic lupus erythematosus),
malaria (associated with the formation of anti-neutrophil
antibodies), in streptococcal infection or appendicitis [14,
15, 16, 17], as well as in patients with sepsis (associated
with increased thrombocyte activation by LPS mediated
by TLR4 (toll-like receptors). Platelets activated in this way
bind to immobilised endothelium-bound neutrophils, and
in this way, in just 5–10 minutes they stimulate them to form
NETs [18, 19]. Depending on the factor that activated the
formation and release of NET, its formation may take from
a few minutes to several hours, e.g. after stimulation with
PMA, NET release takes place within 1–4 hours. [17, 20]. For
NET release, the formation of ROS (reactive oxygen species) is
also required. The stimulated neutrophils, e.g. PMA, activate
NADPH oxidase, which leads to the formation of a huge
number of peroxides and NET release [21].
Thanks to the use of very sensitive methods (e.g. electron
microscopy), it is possible to precisely determine the
composition of the NET released by neutrophils to the
extracellular environment. It consists of chromatin fibres,
15‑17 nm in diameter, which contain DNA and histones
(H1, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4). The structure of DNA fibres
is maintained thanks to many proteins (MPO, calprotectin,
MMP-9, BPI), which indirectly or directly affect the death
of bacteria, fungi and protozoa [17].
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Eosinophilic granulocytes also participate in the release of
EET (eosinophil extracellular traps). As a result of stimulation
of these cells by, e.g. LPS or complement component 5a
(C5a), the mitochondrial DNA is ejected from the cell along
with ECP (eosinophil cationic protein) a nd MBP (major basic
protein) [22]. It should be noted, however, that the network
released by eosinophils is significantly different from the
NET and MCET. Chromatin comes from mitochondria,
therefore it does not contain histone proteins in its structure.
Additionally, the nuclear envelope of eosinophils is intact,
resulting in the process of EET formation not being directly
related to cell death [22]. Establishment of the EET has been
found in some cases of skin diseases, such as the creeping
myiasis syndrome and Crohn’s disease [23].
Macrophages have the ability to release chromatin
extracellular networks. In 2010, Chow et al. [24] described
macrophage subpopulation in mice – (used to develop RAW
264.7 cell line), which after stimulation with PMA were able
to form extracellular networks which the authors named
‘acrophage extracellular traps’(MET). Their release, as the case
of neutrophils and mastocytes, leads to the death of these cells.
Course of the NETosis process. Cell death as a result of
NETosis differs from necrosis and apoptosis. Shortly after
induction of the process, protrusions occur in neutrophils
and the cell flattened. There is decondensation of nuclear
chromatin and its mixing with the granules of these
cells. On the other hand, cell membrane folding, nuclear
chromatin condensation, increased caspase activity and
internucleosomal DNA cuts that occur in the process of
apoptosis are not observed [21].
It should be noted that many mechanisms accompanying
NETosis remain unexplained. However, it is believed that this
process depends on three factors, i.e. histone citrullination,
ROS release and autophagy [2, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
It has been proved that histones are subject to many
post-translational modifications, of which deimination
(citrullination) of guanidine arginine residues in histones
H2A, H3 and H4 is important for NETosis [27]. There are five
known peptidyl arginine deiminase (PAD) isoforms, which
are capable of performing such deimination, of which PAD4
is the most frequently described form [28]. PAD4 catalyses
the conversion of arginine residues to citrulline polypeptides,
thereby it eliminates the positive charge of the protein. Thus,
histone citrullination weakens the stability of nucleosomes
[29, 30]. Loss of positive charges results in the opening of the
compact chromatin structure and enables decondensation
of chromatin in the form of NET. Neutrophils of PAD4deficient mice show limited ability to form NETs and are very
susceptible to severe skin infections in vivo [31, 32].
To-date, researchers have not been able to discover how the
activity and expression of PAD4 can regulate the functions
of neutrophils, although certainly citrullination is a very
important, but insufficient element modifying the course
of NETosis. Probably, activation of additional mechanisms
is necessary, thanks to which the formation of NET is
possible [31]. ROS play a significant role in the release of
chromatin into the extracellular space. The formation of ROS
depends on NADPH oxidase, Raf-MEK_ERK and p38MAPK
pathways. Properly stimulated neutrophils activate NADPH
oxidase, contributing to the production of peroxides,
while suppression of the NADPH oxidase complex, e.g. by
diphenyleneiodonium (DPI), blocks the release of NET [21].
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Generation of a PMA-induced NET is not possible in people
who have a mutation of any of the four genes coding for the
NADPH oxidase subunits. This condition occurs in patients
with CDG (chronic granulomatous disease). However, after
the incubation of neutrophils with glucose oxidase, hydrogen
peroxide is produced, which is able to pass through the cell
membrane and induce NET [33, 34]. The mechanism of
creating the NET is shown in Figure 1.
In studies conducted by Remijsen et al. [28] using a
non-specific inhibitor of autophagy – wortmannin, it was
demonstrated that the occurrence of NETosis in neutrophils
stimulated with PMA requires a correct course of activation of
NADPH oxidase, and the ability of neutrophils to perform the
process of autophagy. Moreover, both processes are required
to inhibit the activation of caspases and subsequent cell death
by apoptosis. Total chromatin decondensation dependent on
autophagy in intact neutrophils and inhibition of caspases may
contribute to the emergence of functional NETs. Patients with
CDG are not able to produce ROS. However, pharmacological
inhibition of autophagy does not inhibit the oxidative burst
dependent on NADPH oxidase, and the inhibition of NADPH
oxidase has no effect on the autophagy process. However,
disturbances in the course of any of these two mechanisms
block the decondensation of nuclear chromatin, and thus
contribute to abnormalities in NET formation [28].
DIRECT METHODS OF NETOSIS PROCESS
OBSERVATION
Microscopy. Some of the methods of NETosis imaging
are fluorescence electron microscopy and SEM (scanning
electron microscopy). In this method, neutrophils are placed
on glass plates with chambers, incubated with or without
stimulation for several hours, fixed, and then subjected to
immunostaining. The conventional reagents used, such as
acetone and ethanol, pass through the plasmatic membrane
at the time of cell fixing and thus they can induce artificial
formation of NET. SEM uses a focused beam of electrons to
obtain images with high resolution and large magnification
formed by secondarily dispersed electrons emitted from
the sample surface. Due to the focused excitation beam,
the obtained images are characterised with a large depth
of field that can be used to understand the molecule
topography. Pérez-Sánchez C et al. [47] used fluorescence
electron microscopy, staining neutrophils with DAPI (4′,
6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) stain and scanning electron
microscopy in patients with RA (rheumatoid arthritis) and
in healthy subjects. The neutrophils were fixed in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde solution, washed and coated with gold using
High Vacuum Coater Leica EM ACE600. This is a system used
to prepare a sample and then to visualize it using a scanning
electron microscope. Samples were viewed and photographed
using a scanning microscope. In comparison to healthy
people, neutrophils from RA patients showed significantly
more spontaneous NET formation.
The above described process was evaluated by means of
fluorescence microscopy and scanning electron microscopy.
The higher percentage of cells undergoing NET in patients
with RA was also associated with increased expression of
NE and MPO. In order to evaluate the expression of NE
and MPO proteins, the neutrophils were incubated with
human anti-MPO antibody or with human primary anti-NE
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Table 1. NET elements important in the process of NETosis
Substance

Characteristics

Action

Deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA)

An organic chemical compound located in the cell nucleus.

It acts as a carrier of genetic information of living organisms.

[17]

Histones (H1, H2A,
H2B, H3 and H4)

Alkaline proteins, the chief protein components of chromatin.

Play role in gen regulation and maintaining a compact DNA
structure.

[17]

Protein arginine
deiminase (PAD4)

Human protein which is located in the nucleus. It forms neutrophil It is a homodimer that functions are a transcriptional coregulator
extracellular traps (NETs).
to catalyze the conversion of specific arginine residues to citrulline
in a calcium-dependent manner.

[35]

Myeloperoxidase

Lysosomal enzyme formed by granulocytes.

It catalyses the formation of hypochlorous acid, which is very toxic
for many types of micro-organisms.

[36]

Calprotectin

Heterodimeric protein that is abundant in neutrophil cytosol.

It is toxic to micro-organisms and inhibits the proliferation of
cancer cells.

[37]

Matrix
metalloproteinase
9

It exhibits degrading and destabilizing influence on components
of the extracellular matrix and basal membrane. It affects procancer processes: it inhibits apoptosis of cancer cells, increases
their proliferation and angiogenesis.

MMP-9 affects various pro-cancer processes: it inhibits apoptosis
of cancer cells, increases their proliferation, angiogenesis,
invasiveness and facilitates the formation of distant metastases.

[38]

BPI protein

A natural component of azurophilic granules of human
neutrophils.

It has bactericidal properties against gram-negative bacteria,
neutralizes the effects of LPS and participates in the wound
healing process.

[39]

Neutrophil serine
proteases (NSPs)

The main component of the azurophilic granules of neutrophils.
Neutrophil serine proteases participate in the anaerobic pathway
of destroying the extra- and intracellular pathogens. NSPs in
combination with microbicidal peptides and active NADPH
oxidase digest pathogens that have been phagocytised by
neutrophils.

They participate in the anaerobic pathway of destroying the extraand intracellular pathogens.

[40]

Cathepsin G

Protease causing depolymerisation of collagen fibres and
their degradation proteoglycan. It is found in the granules
of neutrophils.

Plays a significant role in immunological response, apoptosis,
chemotaxis and blood coagulation.

[40.41]

Proteinase 3

It is an enzyme belonging to the group of serine proteases. It is
mostly found in eosinophils.

Overexpression of PR3 affects the functioning of many
intracellular proteins involved in cell cycle regulation and
differentiation.

[40.42]

Cathelicidin LL-37.

A peptide with the length of 37 amino acids that is characterised
with broad antimicrobial activity.

LL-37 forms an α-helix in aqueous solution, which allows the
peptide to break both bacterial membranes and viral capsules.
Anti-fungal activity of LL-37 has also been observed in infections
with Candida.

[43]

Lactoferrin

Protein of the transferrin family transferrin, with molecular weight
of 80kDa, showing strong affinity to iron ions.

Lactoferrin demonstrates antibacterial activity against various
bacterial pathogens through sequestration of iron and
destabilisation of membrane thus decreasing their pathogenic
potential.

[44]

Tryptase

It is a serine protease used as a marker of mast cell activation.

Released from mast cells during the process of degranulation. It
influences cells and tissues activating the inflammatory process.

[45]

Neutrophil elastase Enzyme of the hydrolase class, and more specifically
– endopeptidase family. In its active centre, it contains an amino
acid serine, and thus, it is classified as a serine protease.

antibody and with secondary antibody. The cells were then
rinsed and analysed using a flow cytometer – FACSCalibur
[47]. Remijsen et al. observed in 2011 that morphological
difference between NET and fibrin using an SEM are invisible
and unclear. One of the disadvantages of using SEM to
NETosis imaging is the uncertainty that the NETosis process
takes place [48].
The next method for imaging NETosis is immunofluorescence
microscopy. Buhr et al. used immunofluorescence microscopy
to evaluate the formation of NETs in CSF (cerebrospinal
fluid). The study was conducted in piglets infected with
Streptococcus suis. In this CSF, NET fibres were detected,
but in a healthy control group, NET was not found [49].
Another method to illustrate NETosis entails using CLSM
(confocal laser scanning microscopy). This is a modern variation
of fluorescence microscopy, characterized however, by better
resolution and contrast compared to ordinary fluorescence
microscopes. It is a method of NETosis visualisation in ‑vitro
by using a semi-automatic 3D CLSM image analysis. The

Enzyme responsible for the degradation of elastin; it plays a
significant role in the regulation of inflammatory processes.

References

[40, 46]

image is obtained by scanning the surface of the preparation
with a laser, which simultaneously stimulates the fluorescence
of the dye. This method is characterized by increased
sensitivity in detecting the emergence of NET when the
process is not intensified. It is therefore a semi-automatic
and relatively objective method [50].
Kraaij et al. [50] applied the automatic neutrophil imaging
technique using 3-dimensional confocal laser scanning
microscopy (3D-CLSM). In their study, samples of blood
were obtained from patients with RA, SLE, and from healthy
volunteers. The results showed low levels of NET release after
stimulation with human immune complexes, as opposed
to high NET levels after PMA stimulation. Serum samples
from patients with RA and SLE demonstrate the ability
to induce NET, compared to serum from healthy people.
Several patients with RA or SLE showed increased ability
to induce NETs.
In summary, microscopy is a specific NETosis imaging
technique which has certain limitations to be observer-
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dependent and it is time-consuming. SEM might be used
with immunostaining of certain structures in NETs. The
other advantage of SEM is the visible differentiation between
NETosis and necrosis. One of the disadvantages is that NETs
might be confused with fibrin [51].
Flow cytometry and its modifications. The emergence of
measurements using flow cytometry was an important step
towards understanding individual traits within a given
population. This technique allows for fast measurement of
scattered light or fluorescence signals emitted by properly
irradiated cells. It allows for both qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of the physical and biological properties of
cells and some of their components: nuclei, nucleic acids,
mitochondria. The invention of flow cytometry constitutes
an improvement of the fluorescence microscope and is
characterized by high efficiency, which allows for analysing
various parameters in a relatively short time [52, 53, 54].
Gavillet et al. [55] described a flow cytometry test used for
the identification and quantification of NET with antibodies
against its key components, in particular DNA, modified
histones and granule enzymes. This method has been applied
to both mouse and human samples to evaluate the induced
NETs in vitro – detect NETosis – in blood samples. The study
used human blood collected on ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) suspended in RPMI1640. The samples were
subjected to qualitative and quantitative analysis. Using
a cytometer, NET was quantitatively determined directly
in blood samples. Hence, the significant NET formation
was demonstrated in samples stimulated with ionomycin,
compared to unstimulated samples.
A microscope was also used to verify the NETosis process
observed in the flow cytometer. No visible microscopic image
changes were observed in the control group, cells showed
typical nuclei with multiple shoots, while in PMN stimulated
cells, visible changes were observed, neutrophils showed the
extracellular fibrous DNA morphology of a ‘shooting star’.
Next, a microscope and a flow cytometer were used to
detect NET in blood samples collected on EDTA from healthy
subjects and from patients with sepsis. In the microscopic
image, the cells from patients showed DAPI+, MPO+, H3Cit+
(histone citrullination promotes chromatin decondensation
and is considered a key marker of early NETosis), while
neutrophils in healthy volunteers showed typical nuclei with
multiple shoots (DAPI+, H3Cit-, MPO-). In both cases, the
NETosis process was detected. However, in the control group,
NETosis was less pronounced than in patients with sepsis.
All the samples from patients with sepsis showed
significantly increased NET values. These data indicate that

Figure 1. Mechanism of NETosis formation [34]
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NET can be directly quantified in blood samples by means of
flow cytometry, and that this technique makes it significantly
easier to analyse clinical blood samples, as it allows for quick
assessment of a much larger number of cells in a given sample
[46]. The advantage of using flow cytometry is the possibility
of further sorting and differentiating between selected cell
populations [51].
Masuda et al. [33] also performed a quantitative evaluation
of NET detection using flow cytometry. They used a DNA
binding dye that was unable to pass through the membrane
– SYTOX Green. The green stained cells were detected in
PMNs subjected to PMA. The number of green stained
cells increased depending on the time of exposure and the
concentration of PMA. The obtained data suggest that the
green stained DNA came from the neutrophils that formed
NET. Human PMN was isolated from the peripheral blood
of healthy volunteers.
Another method to determine the NETosis process is the
multispectral image flow cytometry (MIFC), combining the
features of fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry. This
method uses and analyses a large number of images from
suspended cells. In order to obtain the image, transmitted
light (Brightfield), side-scattered light (SSC) and fluorescent
images of cellular components are used [56]. In a study
conducted by Zhao et al. [56], the researchers evaluated
neutrophils for the morphology of their nucleus and the
distribution of MPO and DNA in the cell. Peripheral blood
samples were analysed in healthy volunteers and patients
with SLE (systemic lupus erythematosus). Circulating
neutrophils of normal density in SLE patients showed
significantly more severe NETosis ex vivo, in the absence
of an exogenous stimulus, compared to healthy control
unstimulated neutrophils.
The fluorescence evaluation was then performed using
the BDI (Bright Detail Intensity) function. Decondensation
nuclei (cells with NETosis observed in patients with SLE)
are identified by low BDI and a high fluorescence area, while
normal nuclei show high or variable BDI and low fluorescence.
This method allows for easy visualisation of the NETosis
process in neutrophils. Overall, these results indicate that
MIFC can be used as a quick method for comparing the
percentage of neutrophils undergoing NETosis in various
diseases [56].
One of the greatest advantages of this method is that
it is automated and can be combined with sorting. Its
disadvantage is that it does not detect events independent
of H3cit [51]. This method is also limited due to the fact that
it tests the cells currently undergoing NETosis, and may miss
the cells that are in a late phase of NETosis [56].
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Technique of NETosis real time imaging. Gupta et al. [57]
developed and optimized a new method of automatic real
time computing of the percentage of human neutrophils
undergoing NETosis by means of the IncuCyte ZOOM
imaging platform using the properties of cell membranes
associated with permeability of DNA dyes (Sytox Green and
NUCLEAR-ID). The IncuCyte ZOOM system is configured
to quantify cells in three imaging channels: phase contrast
channel, green fluorescence and red fluorescence. The use
of images with phase contrast allows the evaluation the cell
morphology, the red NUCLEAR-ID dye, which freely crosses
the cell membrane, binds to nucleic acids and lights up red,
as well as stains and counts cell nuclei, whereas the green
SYTOX Green dye stains dead cells. Moreover, by using
high-resolution phase contrast imaging in conjunction with
a fluorescence dye signal, the IncuCyte ZOOM platform was
able to distinguish between different types of neutrophil
death induced by various stimuli based on morphological
characteristics of the cell. Due to the fact that the system is
functioning in a controlled cell environment, the platform
provides insight into active biological processes occurring
in real time, which is impossible using the single point and
final measurements.
Neutrophils undergoing NETosis induced by various
physiological stimuli, i.e. nigericin (0.5 mM), calcium
ionophore (25 mM) and PMA (0.5 mM), showed distinctive
changes, e.g. chromatin decondensation. These cells were
accurately counted using filters based on the evaluation
of the intensity, radius and fluorescence area as well as
the size of the nucleus. The findings were confirmed using
immunofluorescence microscopy. The platform has also
been validated in order to quickly evaluate and quantify the
dose-dependent effect of NETosis inhibitors. Additionally,
this method was able to distinguish neutrophils undergoing
NETosis, apoptosis or necrosis based on clear changes in
nuclear morphology and membrane integrity. The IncuCyte
ZOOM platform is an innovative real-time test that measures
NETosis in a fast, automatic and reproducible manner and
significantly optimizes neutrophil testing [57].
Lovell et al. [58] using cell-staining reagent (IncuCyte
CytoTox Green) visualized and quantified the release of NET
in real-time. The addition of the IncuCyte reagent to healthy
cells does not interfere with cell growth and morphology and
produces a small or negligible internal fluorescence signal.
The reduced cell membrane integrity allows the IncuCyte
cytotoxic reagent to enter the cell and cause a 100–1,000fold increase in fluorescence after binding to DNA. Both in
human neutrophils and dHL60-differentiated neutrophillike cells, induced with PMA (100 nM), a time-dependent
increase in fluorescence and nuclear degradation was
demonstrated. Simultaneous increase in MPO, NE and nonnuclear DNA was observed, confirming the NETosis signal.
The main advantage of the IncuCyte technique is the
possibility of direct evaluation of cell morphology and
differentiation of the mechanisms of cell death induced by
various stimuli. That method quantifies the percentage of
neutrophils undergoing the process of NETosis, and does
not quantify extracellular DNA [57].
Gupta et al. used a fluorometer to quantified NET formation.
This technique requires the use of a DNA dye excluded from
cells. It was applied to detect extracellular DNA release from
neutrophils. After stimulating human cells with PMA, IL-8,
ionomycin measures fluorescence of cells. The fluorescence

level of the treated cells was obtained after subtracting the
baseline fluorescence of unstimulated cells [59]. Pieterse et al.
used the colorimetrical method for evaluation neutrophil
elastase and myeloperoxidase. Depending on the inductor
used, the amount of granular enzyme activities was different
[60]. One of the disadvantages of the above method is that
the occasional staining of DNA in NETs can be blocked by
cationic peptides [51].
In-vivo and in-situ methods. Many scientists have discovered
new methods for visualizing the NETs, and several research
groups have used intravital microscopy for in-vivo method of
imaging NETosis, based on DNA components [51]. In 2007
Clark et al. developed data about releasing NETs in response to
platelet activation by neutrophils, using intravital microscopy
of the liver sinusoid [18]. Subsequent research demonstrated
the NET formation in the carotid bifurcation using intravital
two-photon microscopy, in the liver sinusoids using spinning
disc confocal intravital microscopy, and intravenously using
two-photon with epifluorescence microscopy. The majority
of in-vivo experiments were performed on murine species
by intravital microscopy [51].
The in-situ method might be used for visualisation NETosis
in human and animal cells. A special case for in-situ NET
analysis is the live-cell visualisation performed immediately
after euthanasia of the animals. This process is carried out
without fixation of the selected organs. NET was detected
in-situ in lungs, infected with Aspergillus fumigatus, using
two-photon microscopy. The lungs were prepared, dissected,
and visualized with SYTOX dye. During the analysis the lung
was stored in PBS at 37 °C [51].
The majority of in-vivo and in-situ experiments detected
fewer NET structures compared to the results from invitro experiments. This effect may be made by a complex
time-dependent regulatory process of NET induction and
elimination within the host. Different live-cell imaging
methods with in-vivo experiments have been widely used
and considered to be an excellent method to exemplify NET
release in the case of an autoimmune disease or infection [51].
INDIRECT METHODS OF NETOSIS PROCESS
OBSERVATION
Immunostaining (ELISA). Another technique for
determining the NETosis process markers is ELISA
(enzyme‑linked immunosorbent assay). This technique allows
for, among others, the evaluation of MPO-DNA and NE‑‑DNA complexes in liquid samples. ELISA test plates
are covered with anti-MPO antibody. Then, horseradish
peroxidase labelled anti-DNA antibodies are used. There is
a change in the colour of the substrate in which the reaction
takes place. The increased release of H3Cit by neutrophils
in vitro and the positive correlation between the MPODNA complexes indicate NETosis process taking place
in neutrophils. Some studies have shown an increase in
analyzed NETs markers, and an elevated level of MPO-DNA
complex in the serum of patients with controlled type 2
diabetes mellitus and vasculitis associated with the presence
of ANCA (anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies) [61].
Thålin et al. [61] developed a new method for the
determination of H3Cit by means of ELISA which can
be used to detect NETosis in human plasma. The results
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confirmed linearity and high specificity of H3Cit, obtained
by the inability to detect non-citrullinated H3 histone. Intraand inter-assay variability ratios indicates high accuracy of
determinations. The results also confirmed a marked increase
in H3Cit concentration in plasma in the human LPS-induced
inflammation model [61].
In a study by Thålin et al. [62] ELISA was used to assess
proteins in patients with and without cancer. In patients
with advanced cancer, analysis showed a significantly higher
H3Cit compared to chronically ill patients (i.e. patients
without cancer, but with other diseases, e.g. hypertension,
congestive heart disease, type I or II diabetes, dementia,
renal and hepatic failure, chronic lung disease and acute
infections). It has been demonstrated that the presence of
H3Cit in cancer patients strongly correlates with markers of
neutrophil activation such as: NE and MPO, and NETosis
inducing inflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-8. Moreover,
a high concentration of H3Cit in plasma translated into a
worse prognosis in the course of disease treatment. Plasma
samples were prepared from whole blood collected on citrate.
Quantification of H3Cit was obtained using streptavidincoated plates, biotinylated antihistone antibody as capturing
antibody, and anti-histone H3 antibody citrulline as detecting
antibody. MPO-DNA complexes were also identified by
means of ELISA. The MPO-DNA complexes were bound to
microplates coated with anti-MPO monoclonal antibodies
and then marked with anti-DNA antibodies. Cancer patients
showed a positive correlation between H3Ci and circulating
free DNA (cfDNA) levels, neutrophil activation markers
and MPO-DNA complexes, suggesting that the presence of
circulating H3Cit may be associated with neutrophil and
NET activation. Patients with chronic disease not diagnosed
with cancer showed similar correlations between cfDNA,
neutrophil activation markers and MPO-DNA complexes,
with correlations between H3Cit and neutrophil activation
markers being weaker or close to zero. Increased neutrophil
activity did not significantly increase the formation of NET
in these patients.
To sum up, the results suggest a similar level of neutrophil
activation in cancer patients and non-cancer patients,
although there is an increased release of H3Cit by neutrophils
in cancer patients due to the NETosis process [62]. Margraf
et al. examined the level of free DNA which is used as a
marker of NETs in serum samples, usually detected by a
fluorescent quantitative study. The PicoGreen dye is most
commonly used in research, which binds to double stranded
cfDNA. Circulating free DNA/NETs seems to be a valuable
proinflammatory marker [63].
CONCLUSIONS
After the discovery of NET in 2004, Brinkmann et al. conducted
numerous studies on their role and the possibility of assessing
this process in many diseases. Despite the development of the
technique, there are still no methods to assess and determine
NETosis in an objective, reproducible and effective manner,
which significantly limits the progress of research in this field.
Researchers should choose the most appropriate marker or
method in each situation based on their knowledge of their
respective advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantage
of the most commonly used methods, i.e. microscopy, is
the lack of objectivity and the difficulty in quantitative
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evaluation of this process. Contrary to microscopy, flow
cytometry allows for specific, objective and quantitative
determination of NET in blood samples (many cells may
be assessed simultaneously). However, this method is also
burdened with several disadvantages, including: high cost of
the equipment required to conduct research, and the need to
have experience in operating a cytometer (complicated service
and frequent difficulties with unambiguous interpretation
of the observed results). As an alternative to expensive flow
cytometry methods, there are sensitive, highly specific
and cheaper immunoenzymatic ELISA tests. Although the
problem with standardisation of ELISA test results remains
unresolved, this technique seems to be the most current,
objective and quantitative NETosis monitoring method.
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